Vocabulary Test

Directions: Write each vocabulary word next to its definition.

adventure  delighted  dreamed  enjoyed
grumbled  moonlight  neighbor  nighttime

___________  the glow from the moon
___________  someone who lives nearby
___________  liked very much
___________  imagined while asleep or awake
___________  made a low, rumbling sound
___________  the dark part of the day
___________  something exciting that a person does
___________  greatly pleased
Vocabulary Test

Directions: Choose two vocabulary words. Write one sentence for each word you chose.

adventure delighted dreamed enjoyed
grumbled moonlight neighbor nighttime

1. ______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________

2. ______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
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